LET'S FRACK  Music: Get Back (Lennon-McCartney) New words: © 2013 Bernard Gilbert

Chorus
A7#9
Let’s frack, let’s frack,
D A G D
Let’s frack like fracking is the best.
A7#9
Let’s frack, let’s frack,
D A G D
Let someone else clean up the mess!

A
Big Oil sees the fields, and Big Oil wants a pipeline,

D A
Big Oil’s fracking everywhere.

A
Big Oil knows that fracking causes global warming.

D A
Big Oil really doesn’t care.

Chorus
Don’t talk about the steam that comes out of your faucet,
Don’t talk about the toxic salts,
Don’t talk about the solvents leaking in the water,
Let’s frack along an earthquake fault!

Chorus
Talk economic growth, don’t mention conservation,
Say our nation must expand,
Say that there are jobs depending on this fracking,
Salute the flag, strike up the band.

Chorus (2x)
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